Making the Most of Perkins V

Following the passage of the Strengthening Career and Technical Education Act for the 21st Century (Perkins V) in the summer of 2018, state education leaders are crafting four-year plans to implement the law, which are due to the U.S. Department of Education next spring. They ought to take full advantage of the flexibilities Perkins V has to offer.

To increase students’ access to career and technical education (CTE) programs, state education leaders must also push their agencies to align their Perkins plans with the plans for related laws like the
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Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) and the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA). And at the state and local levels, they must take advantage of Perkins V’s flexibilities and allowable uses, which may point them toward making some hard choices that will change the way funds were invested under Perkins IV.

The time to have those conversations is now. States are in the middle of required public consultations, and many have started drafting their plans.

What Changed

The Perkins reauthorization changed the planning process, provided new flexibility on how state and local recipients spend their money, and reformed CTE accountability systems.1

Whereas the previous version of the law merely encouraged stakeholder consultation, the state plan for Perkins V must be developed in consultation with specific stakeholders, including those from secondary and postsecondary CTE programs, community representatives, the WIOA-established workforce development board, and members and representatives of special populations. Perkins V also requires that state plans undergo robust public comment and review and provides a 30-day signoff opportunity for the state’s governor. Any changes or revisions to the plan must be submitted for public comment as well.

Local recipients of Perkins funds must conduct a comprehensive local needs assessment every two years. The needs assessment must examine student performance, program offerings, teacher capacity, and progress toward closing equity gaps. States may also tailor requirements for the needs assessments to meet local contexts.

Perkins V provides much greater flexibility in where state and local recipients can invest their funds. For example, the Perkins Reserve has increased in size from 10 percent under Perkins IV to 15 percent under Perkins V, and states may set aside these funds to foster innovation in CTE and promote programs aligned with high-wage, high-skill, or in-demand occupations.

The new law lifts a previous restriction on using Perkins funds below seventh grade. Funds now may be used for career exploration in fifth through eighth grade.2

In a major change for accountability systems, states no longer must negotiate their performance levels with the U.S. Department of Education. Under Perkins IV, states had to negotiate with the department and agree on performance levels across each of the core indicators in the law for which they would be held accountable. Under Perkins V, states may set their own levels based on the law’s criteria. One such criterion is that the levels of performance must apply equally for all concentrators in the state. Another is that schools must make meaningful progress toward improving performance for all CTE students and special populations.

Perkins V created a consistent, nationwide definition of a CTE concentrator: a student who completes at least two courses in a CTE program or program of study. Because the definition will increase the number of students included in the state accountability system, this change raises the stakes for designing the CTE system well.

In addition, Congress created the Perkins Innovation and Modernization Grant Program. The first solicitation for grants under the program were announced in April, with competitive preference priorities for promoting science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) and serving low-income students and students attending CTE programs from Qualified Opportunity Zones.3

Dual Enrollment and Early College High Schools

In a much more expansive way than Perkins IV, Perkins V encourages states and local entities to consider dual and concurrent enrollment and early college high schools (otherwise known as college in high school programs) as a pathway for postsecondary attainment in a student’s desired career field.

Schools around the country have demonstrated that college in high school programs can propel students toward valuable, portable college credentials and degrees. Perkins V builds upon previous allowable uses in the 2006 law to expand how states can apply funds to dual enrollment or early college high school programs. For example, educators increasingly
use dual enrollment to advance high school students into postsecondary CTE classes so that they can secure their degree or credential and move into the workforce expeditiously. Perkins V will continue to support the growth of dual enrollment courses.

States are to detail in their state plans how they will make opportunities available for students to engage in dual enrollment programs, which carries over from Perkins IV. New or expanded provisions that support dual enrollment include local use of funds, state leadership activities, local applications to receive funding, and accountability system indicators.

Perkins V adds two allowable uses of funds for local recipients that directly affect college in high school programs, which must align with the district’s needs assessment:

- expanded student access to college in high school programs with a CTE focus; and
- reduced or eliminated out-of-pocket expenses for participating students in special populations—that is, students with disabilities, low-income youth and adults, out-of-workforce individuals, single parents, displaced homemaker, homeless individuals, youth in foster care, young people with parents in the U.S. Armed Forces, and English language learners—to include fees, transportation, child care, and addressing mobility challenges.

The new law allows states to use funds to establish, expand, and integrate opportunities for students to participate in college in high school programs at no cost to them or their families. It also requires districts to include in their application to the state how they will provide the opportunity for students to participate in college in high school programs.

As part of their accountability systems, states are required to report on several indicators at the secondary and postsecondary levels. At the secondary level, states will choose to report at least one of the following as part of the indicator addressing program quality:

- the percentage of students graduating from high school with a recognized postsecondary credential;
- the percentage of students graduating from high school with postsecondary credits in the relevant CTE program earned through a college in high school program; or
- the percentage of students graduating from high school who have participated in work-based learning.

While Perkins V includes new and expanded allowable uses for these programs, ensuring that states and local recipients are using their funding to support these programs is not enough. In their planning process, states must proactively prioritize these programs, build them into their accountability systems, and make decisions on how to change state funding to accommodate that priority.

State leaders have a role in educating local recipients about the allowable uses in the law, encouraging them to make investments that align with their local needs assessment. The changes cannot and will not happen in a vacuum. While the funding can be used in more ways, that flexibility will not make a meaningful difference if states and local recipients fail to invest differently—in dual enrollment and other places in the law where the federal government is encouraging states and districts to act.

Alignment with Other Federal Laws

In writing Perkins V, Congress intentionally decided to more closely align Perkins with other federal laws that overlap in their interactions with education or workforce policies, including ESSA and WIOA. With the right leadership to align implementation, these laws can work together to develop a coherent pipeline between education and the workforce.

The main alignment opportunities between the federal laws focus on planning, data, and accountability. For planning purposes, the timelines for submission of Perkins and WIOA’s four-year plans have been synchronized so they both will be due to the U.S. Department of Education in spring 2020. This is designed to encourage states to look at ways to match their planning efforts for the laws, align them where possible, and avoid duplication. For example, some of the required consultation activities under WIOA planning match closely with similar requirements under Perkins as it relates to consulting with each law’s special populations.
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There is also significant overlap between definitions and data requirements in Perkins, WIOA, and ESSA. Perkins V’s “special populations” overlap in several areas with ESSA’s “subgroups” and WIOA’s “individual with a barrier to employment.” As a result, Perkins V encourages states to be thoughtful in how they are collecting and using data for these populations in a way that is nonduplicative and can be applied toward each of the laws. In many cases, given that the agencies responsible for implementing ESSA, WIOA, and Perkins in a state may not be the same, leadership must ensure that agencies are being encouraged or required to coordinate.

There are also opportunities for alignment in the construction of accountability systems. States that have selected the college and career readiness indicator as part of their ESSA accountability system may already have included one of the Perkins V measures of program quality. Those states may want to pick another indicator of program quality for Perkins V in order to maximize the ways in which they are assessing CTE program quality.

Role for State Boards

While most states are already developing their four-year Perkins V plans, states will continue to operate under the one-year transition plans they submitted to the U.S. Department of Education in the spring. In addition, the first local needs assessment process is under way.

Members of state boards of education must ask the right questions of state agencies and encourage leadership to capitalize on the new opportunities in Perkins V. During the planning period, state boards should be asking these questions:

- How will Perkins V funds support increased access to special populations to close equity gaps and increase attainment of industry credentials?
- What is the right division of resources between secondary and postsecondary programs?
- How will the expanded reserve fund be used to incentivize high-quality CTE programs and encourage innovation?
What should the accountability system look like for CTE programs, particularly as it relates to defining and measuring quality? How can that system be aligned with ESSA and WIOA?

How will Perkins V funding contribute to an aligned educational system that produces graduates with the kind of in-demand credentials that local employers are demanding?

What should the employer role be?

How can work-based learning and apprenticeship opportunities be maximized?

How can funding be leveraged to support early postsecondary opportunities, like dual enrollment or early college high schools, for CTE students?

How can Perkins V be used to address many districts’ shortages of teachers with the right credentials and certifications to teach CTE classes?

States and districts must begin to chart how they will support increased access to high-quality CTE during the current planning phase. Without leadership committed to capitalizing upon the opportunities of Perkins V, bureaucratic inertia risks squandering them.

As plan writing and consultation moves forward, state board leaders should ask tough questions about how their states are leveraging Perkins V reforms to encourage greater alignment with ESSA and WIOA. In addition, they ought to take advantage of new opportunities to realign how their states invest Perkins funding to support innovative, proven models for improving student access and success. Given the urgent need to get the U.S. education-to-workforce pipeline right—and particularly given the growing need for postsecondary credentials for the emerging workforce—states cannot wait for Perkins VI.
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